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2024 MASTER’S PERSONNEL AWARDS FOR BLACK SCHOLARS 

 
A. GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

2024 Master’s Personnel Awards for Black Scholars 

Competition launch date March 25, 2024 

Letters of Support deadline May 21, 2024 

Application deadline May 22, 2024, 3:00 PM EDT  

Award notification date July 2024  

Award start date September 1, 2024 

Value Up to $50,000 CAD ($25,000 per year for up to two (2) years) 

Application Procedures See B.10 How to Apply  

Contact Email: research@heartandstroke.ca  

 
A.1 Objectives of the 2024 Master’s Personnel Awards for Black Scholars 
 
Heart & Stroke and Brain Canada are supporting the Master’s Personnel Awards for Black Scholars in 
committing up to a total of $250,000 in 2024. This award stems from a process of co-creation where Heart 
& Stroke engaged with Black leaders at all career stages to help inform this funding opportunity. The 
objective of the competition is to increase the number of highly-qualified Black trainees across Canada 
committed to working in the fields of heart and/or brain research (i.e. stroke and vascular cognitive 
impartment). In the context of this award, heart and/or brain health research refers to research addressing 
heart conditions, stroke, and vascular cognitive impairment that contributes to the cardiovascular and 
cerebrovascular health of people living in Canada through prevention, treatment and recovery. The stipends 
awarded will be up to $50,000 CAD ($25,000 per year for up to two (2) years) enabling Black trainees to 
focus on their Master’s research studies and engage with mentors as part of their training. 
 

Note: All applicants are strongly encouraged to carefully read and follow the instructions and 
requirements outlined in this guideline document.  

 
A.2 Application Submission Deadline 
 
It is the applicant’s responsibility to ensure that a completed application is submitted via CIRCUlink no later 
than Wednesday, May 22, 2024, 3:00 PM EDT.  CIRCUlink will not accept submissions after this deadline. 
 
Note: Letters of Support are to be received by email to research@heartandstroke.ca by Tuesday May 21, 
2024.  
 
Any applications attempted or submitted after the deadline will NOT be accepted. There will be no appeal 
process for late submissions.  
 
A.3 Incomplete/Unacceptable Applications 
 
All submissions are considered final. No alterations or changes will be accepted. Any incomplete 
applications, as noted in this guideline document, will not be admissible to the competition.  
 
A.4 Competition Results 

 
Official letters will be sent to all applicants in July 2024, with a public announcement posted at a later date 
on the Heart & Stroke Research and Brain Canada websites.  
 
 
A.5 Non-Employee Status 
 
The granting of an award is deemed to establish neither an employer-employee relationship nor a 
partnership between the funders and the recipients.  

mailto:research@heartandstroke.ca
https://circulink.heartandstroke.ca/grantium/frontOffice.jsf
mailto:research@heartandstroke.ca
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A.6 Self-identification Form 
 
All applicants are required to submit Self-identification information as a part of the registration process  in 
CIRCUlink when applying for funding; however applicants may select “I prefer not to answer” for any or all 
of the questions. 
 
This self-identification information will be used for statistical purposes only and will NOT be shared with Lay 
Reviewers or members of the Selection Committee.  
 
  
A.7 Communicating Research to the Public and Donors 
 
Successful applicants need to be aware that the title of their research program and the lay summary could 
be placed into the public domain or included in the funders’ publications without notification. Applicants are 
cautioned not to disclose information that could endanger a proprietary position in these sections.  
 
Raising funds to support research is difficult and more than ever funders need to let donors and the public 
know that their donations are being used to support world class research. As successful applicants are well-
positioned to explain the role of research in increasing heart and brain health and reducing the burden of 
heart disease and stroke, they may be asked by Heart & Stroke and Brain Canada to communicate the 
importance of research to donors and the public, via interviews and meetings with donors. 
  
A.8 Ethical Requirements 
 
By signing and submitting applications to this competition, applicants undertake the responsibility to ensure 
any experimentation will be acceptable to the institution on ethical grounds and comply with the following 
guidelines and host institution research policies, as applicable: 
 

• Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans 

• Good Clinical Practice (GCP)  

• Good Laboratory Practice (GLP)  

• In the case of laboratory animal experimentation, the guiding principles and standards that have 
been enunciated by the Canadian Council on Animal Care 

• Guidelines and standards for biological and chemical hazards as outlined in the Public Health 
Agency/Canadian Food Inspection Agency’s Canadian Biosafety Standards and Guidelines 

• Any research involving human pluripotent stem cells must adhere to the CIHR-ICRH Guidelines for 
Human Pluripotent Stem Cell Research. The institution must notify Heart & Stroke as to the results 
of the review by the CIHR Stem Cell Oversight Committee. 

• TCPS2 (2018) – Chapter 9: Research Involving the First Nations, Inuit, and Métis Peoples of 
Canada 
 

A.9 Sex- and Gender-Based Analysis Plus (SGBA+), Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI), and 
Ethical Conduct of Research Involving Indigenous Peoples of Canada 

 
The funders are committed to advancing SGBA+ and EDI towards enhancing the specificity, 
representativeness, rigour and transparency of research and sustaining positive change in the heart and 
brain research ecosystem. The applicants are therefore encouraged to become familiar with the principles 
of SGBA+, EDI, and the framework for ethical conduct of research involving Indigenous Peoples of 
Canada, with the goal of integrating such principles, if applicable, into future research practice and 
design. 
 

• Government of Canada Best Practices in Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) 

• Guide on Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Terminology 

• CIHR Research Training Module: Sex and Gender Considerations 

• Women’s College Hospital Sex-Specific Analyses and Reporting in Clinical Trials  

https://ethics.gc.ca/eng/policy-politique_tcps2-eptc2_2018.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/drugs-health-products/compliance-enforcement/good-clinical-practices.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/consumer-product-safety/reports-publications/pesticides-pest-management/policies-guidelines/regulatory-directive/1998/good-laboratory-practice-dir98-01.html
https://ccac.ca/
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/canadian-biosafety-standards-guidelines.html
https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/15255.html
https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/15255.html
https://ethics.gc.ca/eng/tcps2-eptc2_2022_chapter9-chapitre9.html
https://ethics.gc.ca/eng/tcps2-eptc2_2022_chapter9-chapitre9.html
https://www.sshrc-crsh.gc.ca/funding-financement/nfrf-fnfr/edi-eng.aspx
https://www.noslangues-ourlanguages.gc.ca/en/publications/equite-diversite-inclusion-equity-diversity-inclusion-eng?utm_campaign=pspc-spac-guide-terminologique-22-23&utm_medium=eml&utm_source=headcommunications&utm_content=email-en-220331
https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/50517.html
https://womensxchange.womensresearch.ca/sex-specific-analyses-and-reporting-in-clinical-trials/
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• TCPS2 (2018) – Chapter 9: Research Involving the First Nations, Inuit, and Métis Peoples of 
Canada 

• Heart & Stroke Glossary of SGBA+ and EDI Terminology  

• Heart & Stroke List of SGBA+ and EDI E-Learning and Resources for Researchers 
 
A.10 Patent Rights 
 
The funders have no intellectual property (IP) claims on the outputs of the funded research. However, 
institutions of funded recipients are expected to have appropriate policies in place to protect the intellectual 
property of the outputs that arise from the funded research. 
 
A.11 Open Science and Open Access to Research Outputs Policy 
 
All award recipients are required to make their research outputs and findings publicly available as soon as 
possible but no later than twelve (12) months after project completion or final publication. To meet this 
requirement, applicants should become familiar with the guiding principles that enable sharing data, 
information, tools and resources, and that respect Indigenous data governance and sovereignty.  

• Open Science is the practice of making scientific inputs, outputs and processes freely available to 
all with minimal restrictions. Open Science is enabled by people, technology, and infrastructure. It 
is practiced in full respect of privacy, security, ethical considerations, and appropriate intellectual 
property protection. To learn more about Open Science, applicants are encouraged to review the 
Federal Government’s Roadmap for Open Science.  

• FAIR: Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable are guiding principles to inform data 
management and stewardship of digital assets. 

• CARE (Collective benefit, Authority to control, Responsibility and Ethics) are guiding principles for 
Indigenous Data Governance. 

• First Nations Principles of OCAP® (Ownership, Control, Access and Possession) guide how First 
Nations’ data should be collected, protected, used and shared.  

• ClinicalTrials.gov is a database of privately and publicly-funded clinical trials around the world.  

• PROSPERO is an international prospective register of protocols related to COVID-19. 
 
Research outputs may include peer-reviewed journal publications, research data, and the results of clinical 
trials that will not be published in peer-reviewed journals. Research findings may be shared in ways that 
are culturally relevant and in formats that are functional, useful and practical to distinct needs of Indigenous 
(First Nations, Inuit and Métis) communities. Indigenous Peoples share common histories and concepts; 
however, each community has specific methods for knowledge synthesis, translation, and exchange. For 
Indigenous knowledge mobilization to be successful, meaningful and culturally safe, engagement with 
Indigenous communities is encouraged as Indigenous communities are best positioned to guide 
researchers towards the co-development knowledge mobilization practices that work best for their 
communities. 
 
A.12 Research Integrity Policy 

 
The primary objective of Heart & Stroke’s Research Integrity Policy is to protect and defend the integrity of 
the research process and to deal with allegations of scientific misconduct in a timely and transparent 
fashion. Data related to research by and with First Nations, Inuit, Métis or Urban Indigenous communities 
whose traditional and ancestral territories are in Canada must be managed in accordance with data 
management principles developed and approved by those communities, and on the basis of free, prior and 
informed consent. This includes, but is not limited to, considerations of Indigenous data sovereignty, as well 
as data collection, ownership, protection, use, and sharing. 
 
Responsibilities of researchers, institutions and Heart & Stroke with respect to research integrity are outlined 
in the Heart & Stroke Framework: Responsible Conduct of Research. All award recipients agree to comply 
with the Principles and Responsibilities set out in this policy, and the research misconduct provisions below. 
Heart & Stroke defines research misconduct to include actions that are inconsistent with “integrity” as 
defined in the Tri-Agency Policy Framework for the Responsible Conduct of Research, and to include such 
actions as fabrication, falsification, destruction of research records, plagiarism, redundant publications or 

https://ethics.gc.ca/eng/tcps2-eptc2_2022_chapter9-chapitre9.html
https://ethics.gc.ca/eng/tcps2-eptc2_2022_chapter9-chapitre9.html
https://www.heartandstroke.ca/-/media/research/docs/2024-25/2024-25-glossary-sgbar-edi-terminology.pdf?rev=60cb6f0c41bc4e8f90df3c32fad13655
https://www.heartandstroke.ca/-/media/research/docs/2024-25/2024-25-sgbar-edi-resources-researchers.pdf?rev=1716306d809443b98910450faf5f9871
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_97992.html#8
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_97992.html
https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
https://www.gida-global.org/care
https://fnigc.ca/ocap-training/
https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/
https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/
https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/50340.html
https://www.heartandstroke.ca/-/media/research/docs/research-integrity-policy-final.ashx?rev=b502fe8ad3364b8580beafbf9a31604d
https://www.heartandstroke.ca/-/media/research/docs/responsible-conduct-of-research_final.ashx?rev=412d58ee7146488382e56fce65d8b207&hash=45115846026CC1EB6AD4266365D94AFC
https://rcr.ethics.gc.ca/eng/documents/framework-cadre-2021-en.pdf
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self-plagiarism, invalid authorship, inadequate acknowledgement, mismanagement of Conflict of Interest. 
Heart & Stroke will assess allegations of scientific misconduct in the following manner: 

• Any allegation of scientific misconduct will be initially reviewed by Heart & Stroke to determine 
whether an investigation is warranted. If it is felt that an investigation is required, Heart & Stroke 
may request that this be conducted by the host institution of the individual considered to have 
performed the alleged misconduct. In allegations specifically related to the peer review process, the 
investigation may be conducted jointly by the institution and Heart & Stroke. 

• Heart & Stroke will not act on verbal allegations of misconduct. All allegations must be submitted in 
writing. Although the confidentiality of persons who submit an allegation of scientific misconduct 
will be protected as much as possible, it must be recognized that due process will often result in 
the identity of this person being released to the investigating institution. 

• The institution will be required to submit a written report upon conclusion of the investigation. This 
report will summarize the findings of the investigation and any future actions that will be undertaken 
by the institute as a result of the findings. 

• Applicants must certify that all statements made (or answers provided) in the application are correct 
and complete. Any misrepresentation of these statements (or answers provided) may result in the 
cancellation of the award or delivery of funds to the recipient. 

• In cases where misconduct is concluded to have occurred, Heart & Stroke may apply sanctions 
against the individual(s) implicated. These sanctions will range from a reprimand letter to a ban 
from applying for or holding Heart & Stroke funds for a set period of time. 

 
 
A.13 Acknowledging Publications 
Heart & Stroke must be notified in advance of the publication date of any major publications arising from 
the funded research by email at: research@heartandstroke.ca. Recipients must acknowledge the support 
of Heart & Stroke and Brain Canada; further details will be provided to all successful applicants.   

 
A.14 Funding Availability 

 
Financial contributions for this initiative are subject to availability of funds. Should the funders funding levels 
not be available or decrease due to unforeseen circumstances, funders reserve the right to reduce, defer 
or suspend financial contributions to grants received as a result of this funding opportunity. 

 
 
 
  

mailto:research@heartandstroke.ca
https://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/InterAgency-Interorganismes/TAFA-AFTO/guide-guide_eng.asp#17
https://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/InterAgency-Interorganismes/TAFA-AFTO/guide-guide_eng.asp#17
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B. SPECIFIC PROGRAM INFORMATION  
 
B.1 Eligibility 

 
In order to be eligible to apply for the 2024 Master’s Personnel Award for Black Scholars, applicants must 
meet the following criteria:  

a. Applicants must self-identify as Black.  
b. As of the application deadline date applicants must be Canadian citizens, permanent residents of 

Canada or Protected Persons under subsection 95(2) of the Immigration and Refugee Protection 
Act (Canada).  

c. At the time of submission, applicants must either (a) be enrolled in a full-time Master’s program at 
an eligible Canadian institution, or (b) have applied for full-time admission to a Master’s program at 
an eligible Canadian institution, with a start date of no later than September 30, 2024.  

d. Applicants who began their Masters before June 30, 2021 are not eligible without documented 
Institutional permitted leaves from the program. 

e. As of September 1, 2024 applicants must have at least 12 months remaining in their program and 
be no greater than 24 months from the start date of their program (August 31, 2022). Eligibility 
consideration may be given to individuals that are greater than 24 months with documented 
Institutional permitted leaves from the program. 

f. Partial Master’s Personnel Awards for less than one (1) year of funding are not available. 
g. Applicants must have an identified research supervisor based at an eligible Canadian institution 

where the research will be undertaken. 
h. Applicants must submit, from the institution, written evidence of being enrolled/accepted as a full-

time student in a Master’s program. 
 

Note: Given that this Funding Opportunity is only open to specific populations, selecting "I prefer 
not to answer" in the Self-Identification Form to one or more of the questions relating to these 
criteria will prevent your candidacy from being considered. 

 
B.2 Tenure 

 
a. The award is scheduled to start in September, 2024, for a period of up to 24 months. The term of 

the award will include reasonable holiday time according to the arrangement with the recipient’s 
supervisor and institution.  

b. Recipients starting their Master’s program in September of  2024  are eligible for up to two (2) years 
of funding. Please refer to the chart below for additional funding durations.  

 

Start of Master’s Program Duration of funding 

  

September of 2024 2 Years 

September 1, 2023 – August 31, 2024 Up to 2 Years 

September 1, 2022 – August 31, 2023 1 Year* 

  

September 1, 2021 – August 31, 2022 1 Year* 

* will require applicant and institution to confirm that successful completion of their Master’s 
program cannot be obtained prior to June 30, 2025.  

 
c. Awards are only offered in full year terms (i.e. 12 months). Partial terms are not permitted . 
d. Award recipients who are fast-tracked (transfer/move without completing their Master’s degree) 

into a Doctoral program after admission to the Master’s program can maintain their award if all  other 
criteria continue to be met. For confirmation, fast-tracked award recipients must submit a written 
request and provide documentation of acceptance into a Doctoral program to Heart & Stroke. 

e. In the event that the recipient receives a Doctoral Personnel Award, the Master’s Award will be 
terminated. 

f. The recipient is entitled to paid parental leave of up to twelve (12) months. In such cases, tenure 
of the award will be extended by the time taken up to a maximum of twelve (12) months. For further 

https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/50805.html#g-4
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details, recipients are encouraged to review the Heart & Stroke parental leave guidelines [or Tri-
Agency Policy on Paid Interruption]. 

g. The recipient must notify Heart & Stroke if their Master’s registration status changes (e.g., 
termination of studies, successful defense, program change, etc.).  

 
B.3 Stipend and Allowances 
 

a. Recipients may be awarded up to $50,000 CAD (up to $25,000 per year for a maximum of two (2) 
years). See B.4 Disclosure of Other Awards for details. 

b. These multi-year stipends may be used ONLY for salary support for the recipient. No part of this 
stipend is to be used to support other direct or indirect costs associated with any research programs 
or operating grants. 

c. Recipients may engage in and receive remuneration for departmental activities (e.g., 
undergraduate teaching) that contribute to their development as researchers. It is expected that 
these activities would not impinge upon the time dedicated to the proposed research training. 

 
 
B.4 Disclosure of Other Awards 

 
It is the responsibility of the recipient and/or the supervisor to inform Heart & Stroke if the recipient receives 
any other stipend award(s) (i.e., NOT travel or poster awards) within 30 days of receiving another stipend 
award. Disclosure of alternate stipend awards must include the formal offer of the award(s), along with the 
terms and conditions. Recipients may NOT hold another stipend award(s) valued at $25,000 per year for 
two (2) years or higher. Top-up funding is available under this program in order for the recipient to reach 
the same funding level should they receive another award for less than $25,000 per year for two (2) years.   
 

Note: In the scenario where another stipend award for less than $25,000 per year for two 
years is offered, the recipient is required to accept that funding in order for the funders to 
maximize the number of awards granted; top-up funding will be provided. 

 
B.5 Multiple Heart & Stroke Awards 
 
Applicants may submit applications to multiple Heart & Stroke Personnel Awards, but they may not hold 
multiple Heart & Stroke Personnel Awards at one time. This includes awards through the Heart & Stroke 
open competitions and strategic initiatives. Where partnership programs are in place, the applicant must 
contact Heart & Stroke for more information.  
 
B.6 Transfer of Award 
 
Personnel Awards may not be assigned or transferred to another individual under any circumstances. 
Recipients of Personnel Awards are not permitted to change supervisors, programs or institutions without 
the documented permission of the funders. The institution to which the award recipient is moving will be 
required to supply the same supporting documentation as was required in the original application.  
 
B.7 Award Termination 

 
When work under an award is complete, or if for any reason the work cannot be continued, the award will 
be closed. Any remaining funds will be frozen and cannot be reallocated to other uses. The institution will 
prepare the final accounting and return outstanding funds to the funders. 
 
B.8 Prolonged Absence from Work 

 
The recipient or supervisor will notify the funders of any causes (parental leave, medical leave, personal 
leave, vacation time, etc.) necessitating absence from work exceeding thirty (30) successive days. 
Continuation of the award will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis by the funding partners. Relevant 
institutional policies will also apply. 
 

https://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/Students-Etudiants/Guides-Guides/TriRTA-TriBFR_eng.asp#paid
https://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/Students-Etudiants/Guides-Guides/TriRTA-TriBFR_eng.asp#paid
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B.9 Eligible Research Areas 
 
The applicant must estimate the proportion of the proposed heart and/or brain research that falls under the 
four (4) health research themes as defined by CIHR.  
 
Theme 1. Biomedical Research 
Research with the goal of understanding normal and abnormal human function, at the molecular, cellular, 
organ system and whole-body levels, including the development of tools and techniques to be applied for 
this purpose; developing new therapies or devices which improve health or the quality of life of individuals, 
up to the point where they are tested on human subjects. Biomedical research may also include studies on 
human subjects that do not have a diagnostic or therapeutic orientation. 
 
Theme 2. Clinical Research 
Research with the goal of improving the diagnosis and treatment (including rehabilitation and palliation) of 
disease and injury; improving the health and quality of life of individuals as they pass through normal life 
stages. Clinical research usually encompasses research on, or for the treatment of, patients. 
 
 
Theme 3. Health Services Research 
Research with the goal of improving the efficiency and effectiveness of health professionals and the health 
care system, through changes to practice and policy. Health services research is a multidisciplinary field of 
scientific investigation that studies how social factors, financing systems, organizational structures and 
processes, health technologies, and personal behaviours affect access to health care, the quality and cost 
of health care, and ultimately Canadians’ health and well-being. 
 
Theme 4. Social, Cultural, Environmental and Population Health Research 
Research with the goal of improving the health of the Canadian population, or of defined sub-populations, 
through a better understanding of the ways in which social, cultural, environmental, occupational, and 
economic factors determine health status. 
 
B.10 How to Apply to the 2024 Master’s Personnel Awards for Black Scholars 

 
A complete application must include the following: Application eForm with Attachments (Personal Statement, 
Two (2) Letters of Reference, Research Summary, Mentorship & Training Plan, Academic Transcript(s),   
Applicant Canadian Common CV, Supervisor’s Canadian Common CV, Institutional Statement, Proof of 
Canadian Citizenship/Residency/Protected Person, and Signature Page).  
 

Note: Should any significant changes occur from the time of submission to award notification, Heart 
& Stroke reserves the right to withdraw that application from the competition. Changes to a research 
topic beyond the broad fields of heart and brain research will need to be justified. Changes that 
impact eligibility status such as acceptance of another grant of equal or higher value or evidence 
of falsifying identity, will result in application withdrawal. Misrepresentation of any content by the 
applicant may result in cancellation of the award. 

 
B.11 Application  
 
Applications will be completed online using Heart & Stroke’s online system, CIRCUlink. A detailed 
user guide to assist in navigating the online system is available here. All applicants are strongly 
encouraged to review the user guide in advance of starting an application to optimize user experience. 
 
The following tutorials have been created to assist applicants in the creation/updating of an applicant profile 
in CIRCUlink:  
 
Profile Creation Tutorial: https://youtu.be/yp5jjD7Ib78 

Profile Update Tutorial: https://youtu.be/ngAnh545knQ 
 

https://circulink.heartandstroke.ca/grantium/frontOffice.jsf
https://www.heartandstroke.ca/-/media/research/docs/2024-25/2024-25-circulink-user-guide.pdf?rev=680316a83ad44ae095722fc534f72ae9
https://youtu.be/yp5jjD7Ib78
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FngAnh545knQ&data=05%7C02%7CHadil.Kaawar%40heartandstroke.ca%7C8fbc8297d0b041a0539f08dc48366864%7C80b28f65dc394c94a99c4f816e42bd75%7C0%7C0%7C638464645729122645%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2FLmQujkZxQCTzYvLyaFppmNcP%2BNMqlBL3ywW1I3hkiE%3D&reserved=0
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Applicants must complete and upload/submit all application components listed below in the Personal, 
Research, Academic and Additional Components via CIRCUlink by the specified deadline date. Applicants 
may submit the application in English or French.  
 
All uploaded components must be unprotected in PDF form and: 

• single-spaced using either 12-point Times New Roman or 11-point Arial font. Condensed type or 
spacing is not acceptable.  

• Margins should be set at 1.87 cm (3/4 inch) all around.  
 
 
All application components listed below are considered mandatory and required for a submission 
to be considered complete. Incomplete submissions will result in the application being withdrawn 
from the competition, without appeal. 
 
Personal Component 
 
Personal Statement. In CIRCUlink, applicants should outline the relevant experiences (lived, academic 
and/or community) that have led up to their current career goals. (limit: 10,000 characters/2 pages) 
 
Two (2) Letters of Reference (Required). The two (2) referees listed in the Application Form who are able 
to provide insight into the applicant’s character and ability to pursue a career in research must email their 
letters of reference directly to Heart & Stroke [research@heartandstroke.ca] to arrive not later than May 21, 
2024. Please label the file and email subject as follows: Application Attachment_LAST NAME, First Name 
of Applicant_Referee Initials_Date of Submission. Each letter of reference is required to be  no more than 
two (2) pages. At least one letter must be from an academic familiar with the applicant’s work/research. 
The other letter may be from a community member or an academic member. Due to conflict of interest, 
letters of support from the funders’ employees are not permitted. 
 
Note: Applications missing the required 2 letters of reference or applications where the letters of reference 
exceed 2 pages, will result in the application being withdrawn from the competition, without appeal. 
 
Research Component 
 
Research Summary. In CIRCUlink, applicants should detail the rationale, objective(s), methodological 
approach, timeline and significance/impact of their proposed research. (limit: 7,500 characters/1.5 pages) 
 
Mentorship & Training Plan: In a maximum of two (2) pages attachment (to be uploaded to CIRCUlink), 
the applicant and supervisor should co-develop a plan that includes: (a) The role of the applicant’s advisory 
committee (supervisor and/or co-supervisors) in mentoring the applicant; (b) The expected research milestones 
over the course of the award; (c) Specific knowledge and skills that the supervisor expects the applicant will 
acquire; (d) An overview of the research and academic training environment for the applicant; (e) Details on 
resources, programs, technologies, etc., which will be made available to the applicant. 
 
Please note: Applications where the Mentorship and Training Plan is in excess of 2 pages will result in the 
application being removed from the competition, without appeal. 
 
Academic Component 
 
Academic Transcript(s). Include both undergraduate and graduate transcripts, if applicable; to be 
uploaded to CIRCUlink as an attachment.  

Note:  
• Transcripts printed from the applicant's personal institution account are acceptable. 

• Up-to-date official transcripts are defined as transcripts issued by the Registrar's Office and dated 
or issued in the fall session of the year of the application (if currently registered) or after the last 
term completed (if not currently registered).  

https://circulink.heartandstroke.ca/grantium/frontOffice.jsf
mailto:research@heartandstroke.ca
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• Copies of official transcripts from the institution are accepted. A copy is defined as a copy of the 
original document (or of the original translated document if official transcript is not in either English 
or French). 

• Applicants who are or were registered at an institution that does not provide transcripts must 
submit, in lieu of a transcript, a letter bearing the official institution seal/stamp or a letter signed by 
the Dean of Graduate Studies confirming the applicant's program of study, the applicant's 
registration status, the date of initial registration, the degree obtained or sought and the fact that 
the institution does not provide transcripts. 

 
Applicant’s Canadian Common CV (Heart & Stroke version only). The Canadian Common CV (CCV) 
allows researchers to enter their CV data once and output it in formats suitable for submission to CCV 
Network member organizations, including Heart & Stroke. Applicants should use the web-based form to 
enter their CV information directly online [https://ccv-cvc.ca/indexresearcher-eng.frm] for the categories 
including, but not limited to: education, recognitions, employment, research funding history, activities 
(supervisory, mentoring, community and volunteer, knowledge and technology transfer, international 
collaboration), contributions (presentations, interview and media relations, publications, intellectual 
property). Once applicants have completed the CCV, output the form in the Heart & Stroke format. Please 
see the reference guide CIHR Academic CV for more information. To be uploaded to CIRCUlink as an 
attachment.  
 
Additional Components         
 
Supervisor’s Canadian Common CV (Heart & Stroke version only). Applicants are required to submit the 
supervisor’s Canadian Common CV (CCV) as part of their application. This information will not be included in 
the Evaluation Criteria, but is requested so that the Selection Committee can gauge the alignment of a 
supervisor’s research expertise with proposed research project of the applicant. The Canadian Common CV 
(CCV) allows researchers to enter their CV data once and output it in formats suitable for submission to 
CCV Network member organizations, including Heart & Stroke. Use the web-based form to enter your CV 
information directly online [https://ccv-cvc.ca/indexresearcher-eng.frm] for the categories including, but not 
limited to: education, recognitions, employment, research funding history, activities (supervisory, mentoring, 
community and volunteer, knowledge and technology transfer, international collaboration), contributions 
(presentations, interview and media relations, publications, intellectual property). Once you have completed 
the CCV, output the form in the Heart & Stroke format. Please see the reference guide CIHR Academic CV 
for more information. In the event of co-supervisors, only the primary supervisor CCV is to be included. To 
be uploaded to CIRCUlink as an attachment.  
 
Institutional Statement . The applicant’s institution must provide a Statement detailing the following: 

• The Research Program the applicant is enrolled in or has applied to  

• The applicant’s start date within the program the applicant is seeking support for 

• The applicant is enrolled in a graduate program and is in good standing; for applicants who are 
not enrolled, that their application to the schools graduate program is in process.  

• Confirmation of the applicant’s supervisor 

• Endorsement of the applicant and that they meet eligibility and other requirements of the 
competition.  

 
The Statement  is to be signed by an institutional representative not involved with any other aspects of 
the application and who is authorized by the institution to confirm the required information. Applicants are 
required to provide this written statement as part of their complete application submission, as an 
attachment uploaded to CIRCUlink.   
 
Proof of Citizenship. All applicants must submit their valid proof of Canadian Citizenship, Permanent 
Resident or Protected Person document. The document must be uploaded to CIRCUlink in unprotected 
PDF format.  
 
The following are the acceptable forms of proof: 

• Certificate of Canadian Citizenship; 

• Birth certificate/copy of an act issued by the proper provincial government authority; 

https://ccv-cvc.ca/loginresearcher-eng.frm
https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/47567.html
https://ccv-cvc.ca/loginresearcher-eng.frm
https://ccv-cvc.ca/loginresearcher-eng.frm
https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/47567.html
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• Valid passport; 

• Permanent Resident Card; 

• Form IMM 1000; 

• Form IMM 5292; 

• Letter received indicating a positive decision from the Immigration and Refugee Board; 

• Verification of Status (VOS) document with positive Pre-Removal Risk Assessment (PRRA) 
decision from IRCC; or 

• Temporary Resident Permit if you are a Protected Temporary Resident. 
 
Signature Page Form. All applicants must complete the signature page form, as found in CIRCUlink, and 
upload a completed form to their CIRCUlink application as an attachment. The signature form requires all 
fields to be completed, including the mandatory two institutional signatures.  
 
B.12 Submission Process and Checklist  
 
All application components noted below must be completed and submitted via CIRCUlink by the specified 
deadline date. Use the Application Checklist below to confirm that you have completed all application 
components required to be uploaded to CIRCUlink as part of this competition. 
 

Application Attachment Checklist Completed and 
submitted 

CIRCUlink Application e.Form  

Letter of Reference #1  

Letter of Reference #2  

Mentorship and Training Plan  

Academic Transcripts (undergraduate and graduate if 
applicable) 

 

Applicant’s Common CV (Heart & Stroke Version)  

Supervisors’ Common CV (Heart & Stroke Version)  

Institutional Statement  

Signature Page Form  

 
 

B.13 Evaluation Criteria 
 
All applicants must self-identify as Black for the application to proceed to the evaluation stage. Heart & 
Stoke will perform a relevance review to identify that applicants meet the eligibility criteria, and that 
applications are in alignment with Heart & Stroke and Brain Canada objectives and strategy of this funding 
opportunity. Applications that do not meet these criteria will be withdrawn from the competition. There will 
be no appeal process once decisions are made. The Personal, Research and Academic Components, 
noted below, will be reviewed by the Selection Committee, and one overall score for each applicant will be 
calculated. The relative weight of each component is detailed below.  
 

Review Criteria Description Relative Weight (only) 

Personal component (40%) 
Personal Statement 20% 

Letters of Reference  20% 

Research component (30%) 
Research Summary  15% 

Mentorship & Training Plan 15% 

Academic component (30%) 
Academic Transcript (s)  15% 

Applicant Common CV  
(Heart & Stroke version only) 

15% 

Should any significant changes occur from the time of submission to award notification, Heart & 
Stroke reserves the right to withdraw the application from the competition. Changes to a research 
topic beyond the broad fields of heart and brain research will need to be justified. Changes that 
impact eligibility status such as acceptance of another grant of equal or higher value or evidence 
of falsifying identity, will result in application withdrawal without appeal.  
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PERSONAL COMPONENT ASSESSMENT (40%) 
This combined component, composed of the Personal Statement and Letters of Reference, is intended 
to assess the applicant’s potential to pursue a career in research.  
 
Indicators of excellence include: 
 

• lived experience; 

• community experience; 

• work experience; 

• leadership experience; 

• involvement in academic life; and 

• volunteerism/community outreach. 

 
 

RESEARCH COMPONENT ASSESSMENT (30%) 
This combined component, composed of the Research Summary and Mentorship & Training Plan, is 
intended to assess the quality of the proposed research as well as the mentorship and training plan.  
 
Indicators of excellence include: 
 

• significance of proposed research; 

• clarity of research question and/or hypothesis.; 

• well-defined goals and objectives; 

• appropriate approaches and methodologies to answer the research questions; 

• realistic timelines for completing the proposed research; 

• impact of proposed research to heart and brain-related knowledge, healthcare, health services 
or health outcomes; 

• clear role of applicant’s advisory committee (supervisor and/or co-supervisors) in mentoring the 
applicant;  

• clear research milestones over the course of the award;  

• specific knowledge and skills that the supervisor expects the applicant will acquire;  

• alignment of academic training environment with the applicant’s proposed research; and 

• appropriate resources, programs, technologies available for the applicant’s research and 
training. 

 
 

ACADEMIC COMPONENT ASSESSMENT (30%) 
This combined component, composed of the Academic Transcript and the Applicant’s Common CV, is 
intended to assess past academic results, transcripts, awards and distinctions.  
 
Indicators of academic excellence include:   
 

• academic record; 

• Quality of program and relevance of courses pursued; 

• relative standing (if available); 

• recognitions, scholarships and awards; 

• employment history; 

• research funding history; 

• activities (supervisory, mentoring, community and volunteer, knowledge and technology transfer, 
international collaboration); and 

• contributions (presentations, interview and media relations, publications, intellectual property). 
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Awards will be granted in a top-down rank, according to the following grading scheme. The overall score 
for each applicant will be ranked from Outstanding (91-100%) to Good (70%). Overall scores of less than 
70% are not eligible for funding.  
 

Overall Score 

Outstanding 91-100% 

Excellent 81-90% 

Very good 71-80% 

Good (threshold for 
funding) 

70% 

Not eligible for funding Below 70% 

 
B.14 Selection Committee and Lay Reviewers 
 
Heart & Stroke’s peer review process engages national and international researchers and includes over 
180 members of the Scientific Review Committee (SRC). The SRC comprises up to 13 separate panels 
that ensure in-depth knowledge and expertise in all areas of heart disease and stroke. All review panels 
may meet in person or virtually at the discretion of the SRC and Heart & Stroke. The SRC will oversee the 
Selection Committee and the Lay Reviewers. All members must agree to respect the privacy, confidentiality 
and conflict of interest rules of the funders. 
 
The Selection Committee will be ad-hoc, comprised of a minimum of 6-8 external members (depending on 
the number of applications received), with the goal of including members of Black communities, including 
from researchers in heart and brain research.. If necessary, Heart & Stroke may recruit international 
members for the Selection Committee.  
 
Lay Reviewers are also incorporated in the scientific review process in order to increase accountability and 
transparency of the review process and ensure that the proposed research is aligned with the objectives of 
this funding competition. If Lay Reviewers identify that the lay summary is unsatisfactory, funds will be 
encumbered pending receipt of a satisfactory lay summary. Every effort will be made to recruit Black Lay 
Reviewers. For more information on the lay summary, please see the related section on the Application 
e.Form on CIRCUlink. 
 
B.15 Notification of Results and Award Commencement 

 
All applicants will be notified of the results in July, 2024. The award is scheduled to start on September 1, 
2024. 
 
B.16 Reporting Process: Financial, Progress and Final Reports 
 
The recipient’s institution is required to submit (a) an annual consolidated Financial Report for the reporting 
period for the recipient, (b) an annual Progress Report for the recipient; and c) a Final report for the recipient.  
 
The annual Finance and Progress Reports are to be received no later than 30 days after the end of each 
funding year (e.g., if award start date is September 1, 2024, the Financial and Progress Reports would be 
due October 1, 2025). Satisfactory Financial and Progress Reports are required; the recipient can expect to 
receive communication from Heart & Stroke within sixty (60) business days if any issues of concern are 
identified with a submitted annual report.  
 
A Final Report must also be submitted by the institution to Heart & Stroke no later than one (1) month after 
completion/termination of the award (e.g., for Master’s Awards ending August 31, 2026, the final report 
would be due September 30, 2026).  
 
Recipients will be sent links to the report templates within the first year of award funding. 
 
 
 

https://www.heartandstroke.ca/what-we-do/research/for-researchers
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B.17 Contact Information 
 
For any questions or concerns, the preferred form of communication is email. Your email will go to a 
research email inbox which is accessed by multiple research team members and is the best way to get a 
timely response. 
 
Email: at research@heartandstroke.ca 
Website: https://www.heartandstroke.ca/what-we-do/research/for-researchers 
 

Please note this EMAIL ACCOUNT is only monitored from 9am-5pm EST, Monday to Friday. 

 
 
B.18 About the Funders 

 
Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada 
Life. We don't want you to miss it. That's why Heart & Stroke leads the fight against heart disease 
and stroke. We must generate the next medical breakthroughs so people in Canada don't miss out 
on precious moments. Together, we are working to promote health, save lives and enhance recovery 
through research, health promotion and public policy. 
 
 
Brain Canada  
Brain Canada Foundation is a national non-profit organization that develops and supports 
collaborative, multidisciplinary, multi-institutional research across the neurosciences. Through 
partnering with the public, private and voluntary sectors, Brain Canada connects the knowledge and 
resources available in this area to accelerate neuroscience research and funding and maximize the 
output of Canada’s world-class scientists and researchers. 
 
 

 

mailto:research@heartandstroke.ca
http://www.heartandstroke.ca/what-we-do/research/for-researchers
https://www.heartandstroke.ca/)
https://braincanada.ca/about-us/about-brain-canada/

